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When the Bough Breaks . . .
“In the event of a decompression, an oxygen mask
will automatically appear in front of you...If you are
traveling with a child or someone who requires
assistance, secure your mask on first, and then
assist the other person.”
Getting oxygen to the care giver first makes obvious
and perfect sense. But, alas, when it comes to one
of the most severe crisis a mother can face, the
sexual abuse of a child, communities are too often
doing the opposite, and denying mothers the very
air they need for the long struggle ahead.
Most mothers are brought to their knees by the
initial staggering and painful shock of finding out
their child has been sexually abused. And since the
abusers are usually someone known and trusted,
the mother is further lashed by the intensity of
betrayal and ensuing conflicts among family or
friends. She launches into a desperate search for
help in the unfamiliar labyrinth of service
organizations, and things generally only get
unforgiveably worse from there.
Instead of being treated as a person key to her
child’s recovery, and as a co-victim herself, the
mother is more often treated as a co-perpetrator.
Responders at every turn tend to ignore, isolate,
and blame the mother, driving a dangerous wedge
between mother and child, right at the time mother
and child need each other most.

Blaming mothers has been a default reflex of
societies for millenia, and with all its dire
consequences, continues near unabated today.
From daily gossip to the halls of academia,
“refrigerator mothers” are still blamed for autism.
“Smothering mothers” were blamed for
homosexuality. “Matriarchal” African American
mothers have been wholesale blamed for black
poverty and crime.
Dr. Peggy Drexler writes of her experience as a
clinician at a renowned child psychiatry unit. “In
case conference after case conference,” she says,
“It was always the mother who was held at fault for
her child's problems. She was too close or too
distant, too strict or too permissive, hadn't set clear
enough boundaries, or was found wanting in the
empathy, love or affection departments. Whatever
the issue, it always pointed back to the mother.”
Likewise, here in Sonoma County, in case after
case, we’ve seen mothers near broken by the
painful blame and shunning they receive when
their child is sexually abused. In this
newsletter, we follow the story of one
Santa Rosa mother’s experience, and
of her untiring, heroic struggle to break
through the wedge and help save her child.
Imagine, as you read, how powerful it could be, if
first, we gave life affirming air to the mother.

When the Bough Breaks . . .
The following story of Anita, a Santa Rosa mother of three, reveals the often harsh attitudes and practices
of professionals that threaten to undercut the bond between mother and child right when mother and child
need each other most. It’s a heartbreaking story we’ve heard over and over again. But it’s also a heroic
story as Anita perseveres, and finally prevails, in the fight for her daughter’s safety, healing, and love.
All names and minor details have been changed to protect identities. The graphic is a stock photo. But the
responses of the professionals are unchanged as the mother has told them to us.
Anita is a smart, hardworking, single mother of three
children who came here from Mexico only eight years
ago. Her easy facility with English,
however, reveals how smoothly
she’s been able to blend the Latino
and American cultures. When little
Dolores, her youngest daughter,
developed some behavioral
problems, Anita didn’t hesitate to
quickly find her daughter a
psychologist.
One day ten-year-old Dolores told
the psychologist how a few years
back a family friend had been
sexually abusing Julia, her older
sister. Instead of contacting the
mother directly, the psychologist told
Dolores that she should tell her
mother, as if the message carried no more charge
than a schedule change, and the mother was little
more than a receptionist who would jot down the
information and forget it.
So out of the blue, with Anita driving through rush
hour traffic, Dolores piped up from the passenger
seat and told her mother how her older sister had
been repeatedly sexually abused by the family friend.
Because of the detail, Anna knew immediately it was
true, and her heart was crushed and broken in two.
When Anita was finally able to arrange a meeting
with the psychologist a week later, the psychologist
was matter of fact, and without further advice, simply
said she would be making a report to police.
A police officer called the mother by phone to
verify the report, and, he too had little else
to say. Shortly thereafter, a detective called
and spoke only with Julia, the victim, a 16year-old, to schedule an interview with the
girl at the Redwood Children’s Center.
There was no consulting with Anita, or any
communicating with her at all, as if the

mother were merely the on-call transport who would
fulfill her duty on whatever time the detective and
child had chosen. The interview was
set five whole weeks away, as if
detectives had more far more pressing
things to do.
Anita began frantically looking for
help. Since the revelation, Julia had
turned angry and aggressively
blaming Anita for everything under the
sun. Anita took Julia to the local rape
crisis center. There, Julia was
assigned to a counselor, though Anita
would have to pay for this, they said,
because the assaults hadn’t yet been
proven.
Anita also asked for counseling for
herself, to help her navigate through this. But she
was told she would have to pay for that, too, and
she couldn’t afford to pay for both. As desperately
as she needed guidance and help with her
daughters, Julia’s care came first.
During that first month, with police, psychologists,
and counselors all abandoning Anita to fend for
herself, she says, “I was going to bed crying every
night, and waking up the next morning crying”.
Still Anita persevered. She picked up the phone and
called the detective hoping for information and help
there. The detective told Anita that nothing could be
done until after the interview; the interview which
was still weeks away. Then, in a sinister turn, the
detective asked Anita if she was trying to push the
situation just so she could get a U-Visa.
Anita had never heard of a U-Visa, but she
understood clearly the detective was
implying the sex abuse claim might be
viewed as a fraudulent attempt on Anita’s
part to get some advantage, and that as the
mother, she had better back off. Anita was
devastated.
continues on back page

Danielle’s World View
Somewhere between growing up in Cupertino and
attending college at SSU, Danielle came to wrap
her mind around a wide-ranging whole world view.
Fortunately for all of us, as her final step before
being awarded her degree in global studies,
Danielle is doing her internship here at
Women’s Justice Center. She’s also volunteering
at the Living Room, a Santa Rosa resource center for homeless women. Along the way, Danielle
has turned her sights around and discovered a passion for helping individual women right here at
home. On the one hand, she’d like to go to Germany to get her masters in international studies. On
the other hand, she’d like to stay here in Sonoma County and help battered homeless women. Meet
Danielle Wong, this month’s ‘Bilingual Community Treasure’.

Danielle Wong
Intern, Women’s Justice Center
When Danielle first came from her hometown of
Cupertino to visit the SSU campus she nervously
looked out over the empty fields, and wondered
what was wrong and where were all the buildings.
But it didn’t take long before she embraced the
open spaces and natural beauty everywhere.
Danielle reached for open spaces in her studies,
too. “I knew I wanted something broad”, she says.
Fearing that if she majored in something like
political science she would only get the ‘American
view’, Danielle set herself into the university’s
lesser known global studies program where she
was free to stretch and explore.
And stretch she did. Taking courses on everything
from earth science to international economics,
Danielle began to hone in on an interest in how the
process of globalization effects economic and
social development. From there, she dove deeper
to focus in particular on how globalization effects
women. “I saw a little more than I would have,”
says Danielle, “If I had just stayed on one track.”
Though the middle child of a Filipina mother and a
Chinese father, Danielle says her childhood was
everyday American. Her mother, in fact, as
mothers did a generation ago, made a point of
saying, “We’re American now, and Americans only
speak English”. And being raised in Cupertino, with
one of the largest Asian communities in the U.S.,
Danielle says she never felt out of place.
Ironically, it was in her High School, she says, that
she first awakened to a broader world. For all four
years, Danielle took active part in the California

Youth in Government Program, participating in
mock Congress and the Constitutional debate
team, and her fervor for world affairs was formed.
She continued on with the U.N. team in college.
It was at SSU, also, that Danielle says she first
experienced racism, claiming the school still isn’t
doing well in being a comfortable place for minority
students. But as in all she does, Danielle worked to
fix that, too, engaging actively in the university’s
MOSAIC program for promoting diversity.
Danielle was planning on taking the next step and
studying abroad for her Master’s
degree. But working for
Women’s Justice Center
and the Living Room, she’s
now torn. She’s found a real
passion for helping women
here in Sonoma County.
Besides, she says, she loves
being able to look up and
see the stars at night!

